Add to your current cybersecurity offering at your organization with proactive threat intelligence. Our team seeks out threats before they find you.

**Package Benefits**

Become aware of issues that would have previously gone undetected

Gain a proxy cybersecurity team that can handle tasks your team isn't able to due to staffing, budget or other constraints

Better understand threat landscape around employees, executives & the organization as a whole

Learn more by visiting binarydefense.com/ci

**Package Features**

- **Monitoring:**
  - Physical threats
  - Compromised assets
  - Threat actor group activity
  - Industry threats
  - @domains
- **Source code searches**
- **Rogue app searches**
- **IP and hash feeds**
- **Typosquatting**
- **Predictive analysis**
- **Quarterly and monthly overview and analysis report**
- **Daily intelligence briefing newsletter**
- **Tunable escalations**